What's Included?
A state of the Art alarm panel with easy to read
English text display will form the heart of the
system and will have a minimum of three (infra
red) movement detectors and a front door contact. We will also fit an internal high decibel
siren and a distinctive bell housing outside.
The system will then be connected to our
Alarm Receiving Centre to ensure your system
is monitored around the clock 24 hrs a day 365
days a year.
All For just £350.00 Inc VAT and subject to a 1 year Key Holder Advisory Contract
at £10.00 including VAT per month.
(includes a free annual maintenance visit).

Can I Have More Devices?
If you require additional detection devices up to
4 more can be added at the time of installation
as detailed overleaf.

Will The Police Respond?
The offer described in this leaflet does not include a police response.
However if you do require
a police response we can
arrange it. Your system
can be configured to
have a police response;
and you will have to enter into an annual preventative maintenance and monitoring contract.
There are some other requirements which you
will need to be aware of and we will be happy to
discuss them with you.
An annual preventative maintenance and monitoring contract starts from £17.00 per month.

Your Family Is
Most Important
Your Home Is Your
Biggest Investment
Secure Them Both
Act Now Call

Penates House
32 Ramsons Avenue
Milton Keynes
MK14 7BJ

What Next
No salesman will call on you simply telephone
us we will talk you through the process and
make arrangements for the installation. Remember all the prices include VAT at 17.5% and
are based on an installation between Monday
and Friday excluding Bank Holidays.

Tel 08700 800 677
Email info@alphasec.co.uk

Beat The
Burglar Now!

Protect Your Family & Property

How much Do Extra Devices Cost?
The prices of additional devices are listed
below and include VAT

What if I Need more than 8 Devices?

From £350.00
Inclusive of VAT
Buying your house is probably one of the
largest purchases of your life and it says
a lot about you. It shows you want the
best for your family and now you have
made that important purchase, shouldn't
you consider protecting it and your family
by investing in a quality security system?
We have a wealth of experience in protecting all sizes and complexities of
premises. The company has a firm belief
in developing long-term relationships
based on mutual trust and understanding.
Since you only want the best, only the
best will do. That is why you should
choose a quality system from @lphasec.
All of our systems are issued with a NSI
certificate. this means your Insurance
Company will be happy to accept our
system, and may even give you a discount on your premium.

Call Today to
Safeguard Your
Home and Family

In a larger more complicated premises a survey is needed in order to properly establish
the level of security coverage required and
how long the installation will take. In the majority of homes it will be a routine visit and
need not take very long but in some homes it
may take a little longer.
Call us and we will make a suitable appointment to discuss your particular situation. Our
advice is totally free and without any obligation.
Where Will The Devices Be Fitted?
On the day of Installation our highly trained
and experienced Engineer will discuss with
you the best position for each device, where
your system has been pre wired these positions are already determined.

1 Extra Infra Red Movement Sensor

£39.00

1 Extra Door Contact

£29.00

1 Personal Attack Button

£29.00

1 Smoke Detector

£45.00

1 Extra Sounder

£49.00

The above prices apply at the time of installation of the main
alarm system higher charges will apply if fitted retrospectively.

If your home has been recently built
you may be eligible for a further cost
saving. Builders often pre wire their
houses to allow a burglar alarm to be
installed after you have moved in and
with minimal disruption. If yours has
been pre wired it could reduce the
cost by up to £40.

What is A Key Holder Advisory Service?
You provide us with the name and contact details of up to four friends or family. When your alarm
activates a signal will be sent to our 24 hr manned receiving centre. We contact each key holder
in the order set by you until contact is made and we are advised that one is taking the appropriate
action.
We can also set up a security procedure to prevent any accidental mis-operations being passed
to your key holders.

